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When you need blended learning 

with impact Curve Group is your 

trusted architect of end-to-end 

solutions that break the mould.

The Magic is In the Mix

Benefits of Partnering With Us
Established learning design methodology
Our transparent and iterative process maximises opportunities for co-design, 
providing plenty of opportunity for you to review and input at key checkpoints 
along the way.  

Unique solution, common challenge
We leverage a suite of tested solutions and intellectual property to solve 
the common aspects of the problem you describe, while ensuring that the 
resulting solution is fresh and fit-for-purpose for your business context. 

More than learning experts
We draw on psychology, organisation development and management 
consulting skillsets to see and make connections between people and 
performance. While we are passionate about learning and have deep expertise 
in promoting behaviour change, we also ‘get’ business and the need for 
learning to ultimately impact the bottom line.

Learning delivery scale and scope
Why go to the hassle of engaging multiple providers when we can design 
and deliver your custom learning solution seamlessly from start to finish. Our 
offering extends to pilots, Train the Trainer approaches and a national pool 
of engaging facilitators for when you need to deploy at scale. What’s more, 
we don’t consider the job done until we measure the impact, from evaluating 
learner engagement and satisfaction to assessing time-to-competence and 
on-the-job performance.



Your Business Need 
– Sound Familiar?
•   A changing business landscape that 

requires new skills or capabilities to 
be successful and remain competitive

•   The need for more or better 
capabilities critical to strategy 
execution

•   Forecasting activities that predict 
the need for future capabilities not 
currently available in the market.

What We Do
Curve Group gets to the heart of your 
business challenge to design end-to-
end blended learning that supports the:

•   Change you seek
•   Culture you want
•   Capability you need

To ensure that the solution we design 
is both what you want and what you 
need, we pay close attention to:

•   Audience characteristics
•   Content complexity
•   Required human interaction
•   Technology platforms and tools
•   Budget and timelines
•   Learning maturity and business 

appetite
•   Alignment with existing 

organisational practices

We then leverage online and digital 
technology to meld experiential, social 
and formal activities into an optimal 
learning journey. Here are just some 
examples:

Formal
Learning Activities

Face-to-face
Virtual instruction

eLearning
Apps & portals

Curated content
Blogs & diaries

Social
Learning Activities
Coaching/Feedback

Mentoring
Virtual communities

Forums
Collaboration tools

Experiential
Learning Activities

Scenarios
Simulations/Gaming

Action learning
On job activities

Job aids
Support tools

Some of the most common ‘blends’ that we create for clients include:

Enabling Blends
Ideal when access and convenience are 
top of mind, such as when participants are 
geographically dispersed, work in shifts 
or are unable to leave their positions 
for significant periods. These solutions 
maximise flexibility, offering participants 
greater choice and control over when, 
where and how they access learning.  

Enhancing Blends
Where formal, social and experiential 
activities augment and complement one 
another to create a richer experience 
and deeper learning.  
 

Transforming Blends
These solutions focus not only on 
What is learned but how it is learned 
to create a culture where self-directed, 
continuous learning is the norm. 


